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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f : [a, b] --* R be a twice differentiable function on (a, b) and assume that  
:-- inf f " (x )  >-oo  and F := sup f " (x )  < oo. 
xq(a,b) xE(a,b) 
Denote the corrected trapezoid rule [1] by 
1 /a  b b - a (b - a) 2 
CT ( f ,  a, b, f ' )  := b - a f (x )  dx - . -7 - -  I f(a) + f(b)] + 1~ [f'(b) /'(a)]. 
In [2], by the use of Griiss' integral inequality, the authors have proved 
[CT (f,  a, b, f ')[ <_ g(b  - a)3(r - 7), (1.1) 
with K = 1/12. 
Using a more careful analysis based on a pre-Griiss inequality, Cerone and Dragomir [3, p. 121] 
have shown that  (1.1) holds with the better constant K = 1/24x/'5. 
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A completely different upper bound for ICT(f, a, b, f')J has been obtained by the present au- 
thors by assuming absolutely continuous third derivatives [4] 
ICT (f, a, b, f ') l  
1 ~ab~a b fit, 




8(q + 1)l/q(b - a) It - sJ 2+1/q IIf'"lllt,,l,p dtds, 
1 ~ab~a b 
8(b- a) (t - s) 2 Hf"Jl[t,s],l dtds, 
(b - a) 4 
I l l  
16o U IIto,b],~, 
q2(b - -  a)3+l/q 
4(3q + 1)(4q + 1)(q + 1) 1/q JJfmlJ[a'bl'p' 
(b - a) 3 
I l l  
48 IlY II[.,b],l, 
if f "  e Loo[a, b]; 
if f "  E Lv[a, b], 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
if f "  E Loo [a, b]; 
if f "  E Lp[a, b], 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
(1.2) 
where Ilhllt¢,al,, := I f~ a Ih(u)l~dul vt i f / _  1 and 
Ilhllt~,dl,oo = ess sup Ih(u)h 
ue[c,a] 
(uE[d,c]) 
c<d or c>d.  
In [5], we have established the following bounds in terms of the fourth derivatives as well: 
ICT(f,a,b,f ') l  
4(b 1 a )~a b ~a b fs t U-- 
if f(4) E Lco[a,b]; 
< 4(b- a) u -  
< 
~_.. 2 f(4) It-sl ds, du dt 
[(t+~)/2,~],oo 
if f(4) e Lp[a,b], p 
l+I/q 
__8t -4- f(4) du It - s I dt ds, 
Z [(t+s)/2,u],p 
1 1 
> 1, - + - = 1; 
P q 
.~_  /(4) It - sl ds, du dt [(t-bs)/2,u ,1
1 b b 
48(b-a )  
if f(4) e Lco[a,b]; 
q [b  fb  
It 8J3+l/q f(4) dt ds, 23+1/q (2q + 1)(b- a) L L - t,,.],. 
if f(4) e Lp[a, b], and p > 1, 1 + 1 = 1; 
P q 
1 /:/: 
16(b-  a) It - -  813 f(4) t,s],l dtds, 
(1.3) 
< 
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[IS (4) Ilta,b],~ (b - a) ~ 
720 
q3 iis(,)llto, l, a) 4+t/q, 
22+l/q(2q + 1)(4q + 1)(5q + 1) (b - 
(b- a)' IIf(')llto,,,l,, 
160 
if f(4) e Loo[a, b]; 
if f (4 )  E Lp[a, b], and 
1 1 




The main aim of the present work is to point out some new and better bounds for the func- 
tional CT(f, a, b, ff) in terms of the p-norms of f(4) assuming that the function f is three-times 
differentiable on (a, b) and the third derivative is absolutely continuous on (a, b). 
Applications for estimating the expectation of a random variable and for Hermite-Hadamard 
divergence in information theory are also pointed out. 
2.  THE RESULTS 
The following lemma of representation holds. 
LEMMA 1. Let f : [a, b] --+ R be such that f(3) : [a, b] --+ R is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. 
Then we have the equality 
(2.1) 
PROOF. The following identity has been proven by Dragomir and Mabizela in [6]: 
f(a) + f(b) 1 lab  ~ab ~a b /(~) d~ = 1 
2 b - a 2(b - a) 2 [f ' (t)  - f ' (s ) ]  ( t  - s )  ds  dr,  (2.2) 
provided f : [a, b] --+ R is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. 
This identity can be easily verified by direct computation. Indeed, we have successively 
f b ./b [f"(x) -- f'(y)] (x -- y)dx dy 
f 
[zf ' (x) + yf(y) - x / ' (y )  - y$ ( )1 axay 
= 2 [x.f'(z) - x$'(y)] dzay  
/j/j /jL ° = 2 xf'(x) dxdy - 2 xf'(y) dzdy 
= 2 b l (b )  - a l (a )  - (b - a)  f ( z )  dz  - (b 2 - a 2) [$(b) - / (a ) ]  
Z = (b - a)2[$(a)  +/ (b ) l  - 2(b - a) $ (z )  dz.  
Dividing both sides by 2(b - a )  2 yields the required result. 
Also, using the integration by parts formula twice, we obtain the identity 
5 (x-a) (b-x)g"(x)dx- -  g(a)+g(b) (b -a ) -  g(x)dx. 
2 (2.3) 
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We have, by (2.3), that 
y( t )  - y (s )  = y ' (u )  du 
f f ' ( t )  + f " (s )  (t - s) - 1 f t -- 2 ~ (U -- S)(t  -- u)f (4) (U) du 
and then, by (2.2), 
f (a)  + f (b )  (b- a) ~b 
2 -- f (x )  dx  
2 (u -s ) ( t -u ) I (4 ) (u )du  ( t - s )dsdt  
4(b  - ~) 




1 ~a b ~a b [ ffl(t) + f"(s) ( t - s )  2] dsdt  
I := 2(b-  ~-----~ 2 
u ) J := 4(b- a) - s ) ( t -u ) f (4 ) (u )du  ( t - s )dsdt .  
Taking into account he symmetry of the integrand, we have 
I := 2(b- a) [ f ( t ) ( t  - s) 2] dsdt  
-- 2(b - a-------~ i f ( t )  3 - i f ( t )  [(t - a) 2 - (b - t) 2] dt 
{ : _ ~ (b - a) a [y(b)  - f ' (a)]  - / ( t )  [(t - a) 2 (b - t) 2] 2(b - a) 3 
- / ( t )  [2(t - a) - 2(t - b)l dt 
(b [if(b) - if(a)] 
2(b ~ a) -3 
a) 3 
_ (b - a )_ . . .~  2 [f'(b) - f (a ) ]  - .f(a) + f(b) (b - a) + I(t) dr. 
6 2 
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If we insert I in (2.4), we deduce 
f(a) + y(b) (b - a) - f(x) dx 
2 
/: (b - a) 2 f(a) + f(b) (b - a) + f(t) dt - J, = 6 [f'(b) - f'(a)] 2 
which is equivalent to (2.1). | 
The following inequality holds. 
THEOREM 1. Let f : [a, b] --, R be such that the third derivative is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. 
Then 
ICT( f ,a ,b , f ) l  
dt ds, 
< 
1 fabfa b f [t,sl,1 32(b- a) I t -  sl 3 (4) dtds, 
(b - a)5 
720 
q2(b - a )4+l /q [B(q  + 1, q + 1)] I/q 
II:<,> II 4(4q + 1)(5q + 1) II[a,b],p' < 
< 
(t - s) 2 
II:(')llt,,.j,x 
Using (2.1), we have 
f b dt y(a) + y(b) (b - a)_____..~ 2 .f(t) (b a) + 
2 12 
1 f : / :  < 8(b -  a) IU(t,s)lft-sldtds. 
Now combining (2.6) with (2.7), we deduce the first inequality in (2.5). 
if f(4) E Loo[a, b]; 
if f(4) E Lp[a, b], and 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
[f'(b) - f'(a)] 
(2.7) 
where B(., .)/s the Beta function and II" II[,,tl,p (p ~ [1, oo]) are the usual Lebesgue norms on the 
specified interval Is, t] (see, for example, Section 1). 
PROOF. Define 
U(t, s) :---- (U - 8)($ - U)I(4)(U) du. 
Then 
IU(t,s)l <_ f t  I(u - s)(t - u)l f(4)(u) du 
ii:(,)llt,,.],oo, 
It - sl2+a/qtB(q + 1, q + 1)] Uq II:(')llt,,.l,p, (2.6) 
(b - a ) '  
320 
if f(4) E ico [a, b]; 
if f(4) E Lp[a, b], and 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
(2.5) 
i f f  (4) E Loo[a,b]; 
fir(4) E Lp[a,b], and 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
1 b (4) 
48(b-a)  fa fa b ( t - s )4 f  [t,d,oo 
8(b-  a) It --  813+l /q  f(4) dt ds, 
t,s],p 
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Also, for a general r > 0, we have 
2(b - a) r+2 
(r + 1)(r + 2)' 
Applying this equality, we may state 
b 
f(4) ~a ~a b(t-8)4 [t,s],~ dtds< 
~aab/b[~_S,3-~-l/q f(4)[~,8],]0 d~Us ~ 
and 
f(4) [a,b],c~ ab ~ab(t _ s)4 dsdt 
(b - a) 6 f(4) [a,b],oo yg 
f(4) a,b,p fab ~ blt- sl3+l/qdt s 
2q2( b - a) s+l/q f(4) 
(4q + 1)(5q + 1) [a,b],p 
~ab~a b (4) ~ab~ablt_s[3dtds (b-a)S f(4) 
it _ s13 S(4) dtds <_ f [a,b],l 1------O--- ' [t,s],l [a,b],l 
and then the last part of (2.5) is obtained. | 
REMARK 1. We observe that inequality (1.3) provides for the error estimate of the corrected 
trapezoidal formula, the bounds 
1 (b - a) 5 [[f(4)[[[a,b],c~  if f(4) E Loo[a,b]; 
q3(b - a)4+l/q 
B1 : -  22+l/q(2q+1)(4q+1)(5q+l) nf(4)[l[a,b],p, i f f  (4) ELp[a,b], and 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
1 (b-  a) 4 [If(4) n 
1-~ [a,b],l ' 
while Theorem 1 provides the bounds 
7TO (b - a) 5 If f(4)[[ [a,b],~' if f(4) E Lc¢ [a, b]; 
q2[B(q + l,q + l)]l/q 
(b_a)4+l/q IlS(4)iito,b ,  if S(4) e Lp[a,b], and 
B2 := 4(4q + 1)(5q + 1) 
p>l ,  !+1=1; 
P q 
(b - a)4 iis(4)llto, j, . 
Comparing the first lines in Bz and B2, we see that they are equal, while comparing the last 
lines, we observe that the bound predicted by Theorem 1 is better. 
If we define the following functions: 
q3 
f(q) := 2~+llq(2q + 1)(4q + 1)(5q + 1)' 
q2[B(q + 1,q + 1)] 1/q 
g(q) := 4(4q + 1)(5q + 1) ' 
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then 
h(q) = f(q) g(q) = [B(q + l ,q + l)]Uq21/q (2  + ~)  , q>l .  
The graph of h(q), q E (1, oc) produced using Maple 6 shows that for all q > 1, we have h(q) < 1, 
suggesting that the bound B2 of the new theorem is better than B1 for q E (1, c¢). At this stage, 
we do not have any analytic proof of this fact. 
For p = q = 2, we obtain the following bounds in terms of the Euclidean norm: 
B1 = ~v~ (b -  a) 912 f(4) [a,b],2 ~ 0.002851237020(b _ a)9/2 f(4) a,b],2' 
V/~ ,, _a)9/2 f(4) 0.001844183695(b a)9/2 f(4)[a,b],2' B2 = 2 - -~ tO a,b ,2 ~ -- 
which shows that the bound B2 is around 1.546 times better than B1. 
3. APPL ICAT IONS TO COMPOSITE  
QUADRATURE FORMULAE 
Consider the division In : a = xo <_ xl <_ x2 < " .  <_ Xn-1 <_ xn = b and define hi := Xi+l - xi 
(i = 0 , . . . ,n -  1) and u(In) := max{hi I i = 0 , . . . ,n -  1}. If 
n- -1  
n- - i  1 ~ i [f (i+1) - f'(xi)l (3.1) 1 ~ -~[f(xi) + f(xi+l)]hi -~ Pn(f ; In)  := ~ - h 2 ' x 
i=0 i:0 
is the perturbed trapezoid formula associated with the absolutely continuous function f :  [a, b] --+ R, 
then we may state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let f : [a, b] --* R be such that the third derivative is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. 
Then, for a given division In, we have 
L b f(t )  = Pn(f; In) + Rn(f ;  In), (3.2) dt 
where Pn(f;  In) is as given in (3.1) and the rema/nder Rm(f, In) satisf/es the estimate 
1 n-i ti=~0 ) 
Z hi, 
i=0 
/n -1  \ 1/q I /~( / ;  In)l < qZ[B(q + 1, q + 1)] 1/q h4q+ 1 (3.3) 
- 4(4q + 1)(5q + 1) I l se ' ) l l io ,b l , .  
1 
IIf(')lli ,bl,  [v(h)l', 
where B(., .) is the Beta function, i.e., 
/o B(s , l ) :=  ts - l ( l - t ) t - ld t ,  l , s>O.  
PROOF. If we apply Theorem 1 on the intervals [x~, Xi+l] (i = 0 . . . .  , n - 1), we get 
L xi+, : (X i )  q- : (X i+ l )  hi -q- h2 [ f t (x i+l )  - f t (x i ) ]  f ( t )  dt - 2 -~ i 
, 
q2[B(q + 1,q + 1)]'lqh~ +llq 
< 4(4q + 1)(5q + 1) 
IIs(')ltt ..... +, l , ,  
f(4) Xi  ~,'gi+ 1] p ~ 
if f(4) E Loo[a, b]; 
if f(4) E Lp[a, b], 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
p q 
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Using the generalised triangle inequality, we obtain 
IR,~(f; In)l 
= f ( t )  d t  - - 
i=o " =~ 2 1"2 
n-1 f=,+,  f (x i )  + f(x,:+l) hi + h2 [f'(x~.+l) f ' (x i ) ]  <- r ,  f(t) dt - 
i=o "=, 2 "~ 
1 n-1 (4) 
E h~lls IIE=,,=,,,j,oo, 
i=O 
q2[B(q + 1,q + 1)]V~ ~ h4+V ~ 
4(4q + 1)(5q + 1) ,=o" - ,  IIS (')llE=,,=,+,J,p, < 
1 n-1 (4) 
i=0 
As 
if f(4) E Loo[a,b]; 
if f(4) E Lp[a, b], 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
n--1 n -1  
Z h, ~ s (4~ (~.,~..,1,o~ <- s<'~ E t', ~, 
i=0 , , [a,b],oo i=0 
then, by (3.4), we deduce the first inequality in (3.3). 
Using HSlder's discrete inequality, we may write 
n-~ h4+l/q ( ix ,+ 1 p ) l/p --i f(4)(t) dt 
_< h~4+l/q)q × f(4) (t) p dt) 1/p 
\i=O k i=0 \ Jx ,  
= h 4q+1 x f(4) (t) p dt 
\ i=O k i=O 
= h4q+l f(4) 
\ i=0  a,b ,p ' 
which proves the second inequality in (3.3). 
Finally, we observe that 
n--1 n -1  
h~ f (~ I~.~,+,L, -< [v(hll~ ~ s(~) I~,,~,+,1,~ 
i :0  i :0  
= [v(h)]4 f(4) 
[a,b , 1 
p) 1/p 
and the theorem is proved. 
(3.4) 
4. APPL ICAT IONS FOR EXPECTAT ION 
Let X be a random wriable having the p.d.f, f : [a, b] --* R and the cumulative distribution 
function F:  [a, b] -* [0, 1]; i.e., 
F(x )  = f ( t )  dt, x ~ [a, b]. 
We may state the following result. 
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THEOREM 3. 
and with f"  absolutely continuous on [a, b], then 
< 
With the above assumptions and with the p.d.f., f being twice differentiable on [a, b] 
E(X) a + b (b - a) 2 f(a)] 
2 12 If(b) - 
(b - a) 5 if f "  • Loo [a, b]; 
720 II/'"llIa,b],oo, 
q2[B(q + 1,q + 1)]l/q(b- a) a+l/q if f "  Lp[a,b], 
4(4q + 1)(5q + 1) [[/"ll [a,bl, p, • 
(b - a) 4 
320 IIf"ll[,,,bl,x, 
where E(X)  is the expectation of X.  
PROOF. Applying Theorem 1 for F,  we may write 
/b  (b - ~) + - -  F(a) + F(b) 
F(t) dt 2 
I I . f " l l  [a,b] ,c~ " (b  - a) 5 
720 
q2[B(q + 1, q + 1)] 1/q [[f"']][a,b],v (b - a) a+l/q, 
_< 4(4q + 1)(5q + 1) 
(b - a) 4 IIf"llta,bl,1 
32O 
However, F(a) = O, F(b) = 1, and 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
(b - a) 2 f(a)] 
12 [f(b) - 
if f "  e Lc~ [a, b]; 
if f "  • Lp[a, b], 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
and then by (4.2), we obtain (4.1). 




5. APPL ICAT IONS FOR HERMITE-HADAMARD DIVERGENCE 
Assume that a set X and the a-finite measure # are given. Consider the set of all probability 
densities on/~ to be ~ := {pip :  X ~ R, p(x) > O, fxp(x)dp(x) = 1}. 
Csisz~r f-divergence is defined as follows [7]: 
~x [q(x)] d#(x), p,q • f~, (5.1) Df(p,q) := p(x)I Lp(x)J 
where f is convex on (0, c~). It is assumed that f(u) is zero and strictly convex at u = 1. 
By appropriately defining this convex function, various divergences such as Kullback-Leibler 
divergence, variation distance D~, Hellinger discrimination DH, xf-divergence Dxf, a-diver- 
gence Da, Bhattacharyya distance DB, Harmonic distance DHa, Jeffreys distance D j ,  and trian- 
gular discrimination Da can be retrieved (see [8]). 
In [9], Shioya and Da-Te introduced the generalised Lin-Wong A-divergence Df(p, (1/2)p + 
(1/2) q) and the Hermite-Hadamard (HH) divergence 
F q(x)/p(x) ¢(t~ dt 
DIHH(p,q) := p(x) J ~ ~ ' f  d#(x), p,q • 12, (5.2) 
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and, by the use of the Hermite-Hadamard inequality for convex functions, proved the following 
basic inequality: 
D I p,-~p+ ~q < DIHH(p,q) < ~Dl(p,q), (5.3) 
provided that f is convex and normalised, i.e., f(1) = 0. 
The following result holds. 
THEOREM 4. Let 0 < r < 1 < R < oo and f : [r, R] --+ R be three times differentiable on [r, R] 
such that the third derivative f "  : [r, R] ~ R is absolutely continuous on [r, R]. If  p, q E 12 
and r < q(x)/p(x) < R for a.e. x E X, then we have the inequality 
1 
DIHH(p,q) - ~ D$(p,q) + 1 D(._Uy,(.)(p,q ) 
1 fx [q(x)-p(x)]4 f(4) d#(x) 
q2[B(f~ + 1, f~ + 1)] x/g 
< 4(4~ + 1)(5/3 + 1) 
1 1 
i fa  > 1, -- + 
1 [ [q(x) - p(x)[ a 
~Ph)-~ f(4) [qCz)/pCx),l],l d.(x),  ~X 
IIs(')lltr,.j,  
720 D×, (p, q), 
q2[B(f~ + 1,/~ + 1)11/q IIs<')lltr,, ,o Dlxla+~/a(P'q)' 
_< 4(4/~ + 1)(5~ + 1) 
1 
Ils(')lltr, Rj,1 DI×I3(P,q); 
x lq(x) - P(X)[ 3+1//~ f(4) 
=1,  
i f f  (a) e Loo[r, R]; 
if f(4) E Lo [r, R], 
1 1 
a>l,  --+ =i; 
(5A) 
where 
Dlxlm(P'q) := fx Iq(x) - p(x)lm [p(x)]m_ x dtt(x), mER,  m>0.  
PROOF. We use inequality (2.7) in the following version: 
</ 
b l_a fab f(a) + f(b) + b - a f(t) dt - 2 ~ [f'(b) - f (a ) ]  
Ib - al 4 iis(,)llto,b , o, 720 
q2[B(• + 1, f~ + 1)]l/qlb - al z+l/a 
4(4~ + 1)(5~ + 1) IIs(')llta,b ,°, 
320 
if f(4) E Lc~[a, b]; 
if f(4) E Lo[a, b], 
1 1 
a>l ,  - -+  =1;  
(5.5) 
for either a < b or b < a. 
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If we put in (5.5) a = 1 and b = q(x)/p(x), we get 
fq(~)/v(*) f(t) dt 
q(x)/p(x) - 1 
q(x)-p(x) [ (q(x)~ if(l)] 1 : ,  _ 
- ~ :  \p(x) / - f2 -~ " \p(~:) /
Iq(x) - p(x)l 4 (4) 
72o (x)14 IIs 
{ q2[B(/3 + 1,/3 + 1)]l/qlq(x) - p(x)] s+l/~ (4) 
4(4f~ + 1)(5/~ + 1)[p(x)] 3+1/B Ill II[q(z)/p(z),l],~' 
Iq(x) - p(x)  l 3 320[p(x)]3 1Is(4) II[q(~)/~(x),il,1 ' 
Iq(x)-p(xll 
7e0W( )]4 , 
q2[B(Z + 1, Z + 1)] l /qlq(x) - p(x)13+~/~ 
Iq(z) - p(x) l  3 
32o[m)13 
If we multiply (5.6) by p(x) > O, integrate on X, and take into consideration that 
(5.6) 
~ p(x) d#(x) = fx q(x) d#(x) = 1, 
then we get (5.4). | 
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